Abstract. The macromolecular structure of the axon membrane in 26-28-day-old Jirnpy mice and control optic nerve were examined with quantitative freeze-fracture electron microscopy. Premyelinated and myelinated axons were observed in control optic nerves, with axonal diameters of premyelinated axons being generally smaller than that of myelinated axons (-0.2-0.4 /lm vs -0.5-1.5 /lm, respectively). Axon membrane from control optic nerves exhibited an asymmetrical partitioning of intramembranous particles (IMP). P-faces of internodal membrane displayed nearly twice as many IMP as the premyelinated axolemma (1,731 vs 893/lm-2 , respectively). E-faces of internodal and premyelinated axolemma exhibited IMP densities of 124 and 157 /lm-2 , respectively. Few myelinated axons were apparent in optic nerves from Jimpy mice. The amyelinated axons of Jimpy mice displayed a spectrum of axonal diameters, ranging from approximately 0.2 to 1.5 /lm. P-face densities of amyelinated axons, considered as a group, exhibited a wide range (600-2,100 /lm-2 ) . However, large diameter (~0.5 /lm) axons exhibited a significantly greater P-face IMP density than that of small caliber (>0.5 /lm) axons (1,525 vs 1',032 /lm-2 , respectively). AggregationsofE-face IMP were not observed along amyelinated axons of Jimpy optic nerves. The results demonstrate that the changes in P-face IMP density that occur during development ofnormal myelinated axons also occur in developing axons of Jimpy optic nerve, irrespective ofa lack ofnormal glial cell association, and provide further evidence that the primary defect of hypomyelination within Jimpy mice is not attributed to the neuron.
INTRODUCTION
In the central nervous system (eNS), myelinated fibersexhibit complex and specific interactions between axons, oligodendrocytes and astrocytes (1). The highly specialized morphology ofmyelinated fibers is associated with a spatially heterogeneous macromolecular structure of the axolemma. Nodal and internodal axonal membranes display distinct ultrastructural characteristics (2-5). The highly differentiated axon membrane in the myelinated fiber reflects membrane structure alterations that progress during development (6-9), and that appear to be, at least in part, independent of contact with glial cells (10).
In contrast to the regionally specialized axolemma of myelinated fibers, the axon membrane in most unmyelinated fibers exhibits structural homogeneity (11, 12), although differentiated regions of unmyelinated axolemma of some specialized ax-
